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A cookie is a small text file that can be stored on your computer when you visit websites.

WHAT IS A COOKIE?
Information is saved in this text file, such as your choice of language on a website. When you
visit the website later again, this cookie returns to the concerned website. In this way, the
website recognizes your browser and can for example retain your choice of language.
Cookies usually also have an expiration date. For example, some cookies are automatically
deleted when you close your browser (so-called session cookies), while others can be stored
longer on your computer, sometimes until you delete them manually (so-called permanent
cookies).

WHY DO WE USE COOKIES?
Neuroventis uses 3 types of cookies on its website.
Essential cookies;
Functional cookies;
Analytical cookies.
Neuroventis uses essential and functional cookies to manage the content of its website. These
cookies are necessary for the proper functioning of this website. It is not possible to refuse
these cookies if you want to visit our website.
Neuroventis also uses "Google Analytics” for analytical purposes. This analytical tool places
cookies that we use in order to quantify the visits (traffic) on the website. This allows us to
know how many times a particular page is consulted. We only use this information to improve
the content of our website or as a basis for a new campaign by determining certain topics of
great interest.

LIST OF ESSENTIAL COOKIES
These cookies are necessary for purely technical reasons for a normal visit of the website.
Given the technical necessity, an information obligation solely applies, and these cookies are
saved from the moment you access the website.
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List of essential cookies of the Neuroventis dashboard (part of the Neuroventis Platform) only:

Name
persist%3Aepionedashboard-storage:
reduxPersistIndex
Opentok

Hotjar

Expiry
Content
1
Encoded user
month session
information
1
A flag value to be
month used by Redux
2 years Opentok token

1
Hotjar token
month

Purpose
Store the user session once is logged in

Allows Redux library to persist data in the
browser’s local storage
Assigns Opentok session information. Opentok is a
3rd party service that allows using the Video
Appointment functionality
Assigns a Hotjar token to the session. Hotjar is a
behavior analytics and user feedback 3rd party
service.

LIST OF FUNCTIONAL COOKIES
You cannot block these cookies if you want to access this website, but they are saved only
after a choice is made concerning the placement of cookies.

Name

Expiry Content

Cookielawinfo- 365days Session
checkboxtoken
functional
Cookielawinfo- 365days Session
checkboxtoken
necessary
Cookielawinfo- 365days Session
checkboxtoken
analytics

Purpose
This cookie is used to remember the user consent for the
cookies under the category "Functional"
This cookie is used to remember the user consent for the
cookies under the category "Necessary"
This cookie is used to remember the user consent for the
cookies under the category "Analytics"

LIST OF ANALYTICAL COOKIES
You can decline these cookies if you want to surf on our website.

Name Expiry

Content

_gid 1day
_ga

Encoded user session
information
730days Encoded user session
information

Purpose
This cookie is used to make statistics under the
category "Analytics" (anonymous)
This cookie is used to make statistics under the
category "Analytics" (anonymous)

HOW CAN I SEE WHICH COOKIES ARE SAVED IN MY DEVICE AND
HOW CAN I DELETE THEM?
If you wish to know which cookies have been saved on your device or if you can delete them,
you can use a parameter of your browser.
In case of question, feel free to send an e-mail to support@neuroventis.care.
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